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23rd April 2021 
Letter to Oak Class Parents / Carers 

 
Dear Parents and Carers 
 
Hope you had a lovely Easter break. 
 
Thank you for supporting your children with their art-based holiday homework. 
 
This term the topic is Gallery Rebels with the overall question “Can we change the world with a 
paintbrush?”  
 
So far, we have already learnt about Jan Vermeer - a realism painter and Keith Haring - a pop artist.  The 
children have responded well and we aim to make some art inspired by Keith Haring- making people 
aware of social issues the children have chosen.  The children have also asked to learn about different art 
styles and have a go at them too - so this is also in the plans. 
 
All reading comprehension texts will be about different artists and our literacy work will be inspired by art.  
Already we have written about a local artist and had a piece of their art in class to look at and comment 
on. 
 
Maths is going to be all about Geometry - which is a huge topic.  I will be covering it thoroughly to fill gaps 
in learning caused by the 2 lockdowns.  This means we will go over work from year 3 onwards to ensure 
good coverage. 
 
Science is Electricity.  Towards the end of term I would like to combine art and science by studying an 
artist that makes installations that include light.  If anyone knows how to source strings of light with a small 
battery pack - like the ones we can buy at Christmas for about a pound - please do get in touch with the 
office email. 
 
Rounders is proving popular already.  We are also doing a mile of happy walking, which again the children 
really enjoy.  Both of these take place on a Monday. 
 
Homework is also set on Monday (spellings and maths) and tested the following Monday. This term the 
maths will link to the Geometry topic. 
 
In ICT we are studying and discussing all topics around E-safety, a subject that I feel is incredibly 
important and the children really have a lot to say and ask.  We are hoping to move on to simple coding - 
Scratch afterwards. 
 
Thank you again for all your support. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Mrs Phillips 
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